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"The Idea of Progress and the French lightenment" 

Lord Acton in his essay "The Heralds of the Revolution" declared that it 

was the combination of the erican example with the influence of the French 

enli htenment that caused the French Revolution. Granting that generalizations 

such as the above are misleading, it does serve as a point with which to open this 

study, for underlying both of the causes as well as the effect ment ioned above is 

the concept of "progress" . Today, we tend to take for granted such a concept, 

for it has permeated our thinking to such an extent that it, consciously or un

consciously, motivates much of our actions, but in the eighteenth century it was 

a ew belief - really a new faith, which threatened to upersede Christianity. 

In this paper we will study the l .iea of Progress in eighteenth century France, its 

most out standing home, chiefly by reference to five representative writers, but 

also by outlining the views of other important figures. 

Before we get into our subject, however, I believe that there are certain 

preliminary observations which should be made. One of the first points which we 

should consider is the importance of ideas as such. Are ideas the prime or sole 

motivating force of human behavior as Lord Acton implies,or do economic or material 

conditions occupy the driver's seat as Marx believes? Perhaps the best way to get 

out of the above controversy without getting involved is to take the safe middle 

position as Crane Brint.on doe~. He states: "Indeed my basic position is that for the 

understanding of human behavior in society the whole controversy as to whether ideas 

cause men to act or whether material conditions (appetites, interests, 'drives' or 

in Marxian terms, the 'means of production' and the consequent'class struggle') 

cause men to act is at bottom pointless and unprofitable •••• No historian of ideas 

need debate whether ideas 2! interests move men in their relations in society, nor 

which comes first. Without~ gasoline and spark, no working motor; without both 

ideas and interests (or appetites, or drives, or material factors) no live, working 
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human society, and no human history. 11 <2) 

With that dispute successfully side-tracked, we must next consider the 

t ype of idea which we will discuss in this paper. Dr. Bury distinguishes two kinds 

of ideas: ideas such as toleration, equality, and socialism which are accepted 

because they are good or useful, and ideas such as Fate, Providence, and immortality 

which are accepted because they are judged true.(J) (Personally, I wonder if any 

ideas are accepted that are not judged true - if ideas such as toleration, equality, 

and socialism are not accepted because they represent the true or natural conditions.) 

At any rate the distinction does serve to point up one of the fundamental character

istics of the Idea of Progress; it must be accepted because it is true and not 

because it is useful. Undoubtedly, as an untrue but accepted idea, it could exert 

a useful or beneficial influence, but to be defined as the Idea of Progress, it must 

only be accepted because it represents a true condition in the world or universe. 

There are toda)? and have been for quite a whilJ, ideas on progress or ideas of progress, 

but we are considering a capitalized concept, and, as such, it has a specific defini

tion of which one condition is that it be true. But the definition is much more th 

just this. We can all see change or movement in history, and with even conservative 

criteria we can see progress in certain fields from the time of the Neanderthal man 

to the present. Also, with only a mild faith we can predict that the future will 

bring more prog~ess in at least certain fields. However, even though this relatively 

subdued idea of progress is surprisingly new in human history, the Idea of Progress 

involves far more. As Dr. Bury describes it - and for the purposes of this paper, 

his definition will be accepted, although I realize that there are scholars who would 

quarrel with it - . 11 . nvolves a synthesis of the past and a prophecy of the future"; 

it "regards men as slowly advancing •••• in a definite and desirable direction, and 

infers that this progress will continue indefinitely", resulting in a "condition of 

general happiness", which is the necessary outcome of the psychical and social nature 
(4) 

of man." This definition means first that the progress is uniform, not that 



there could not be unfortunate occurrences whi ch had good results, or even that 

there can not be historic 11ups an downs" , but that the evil can not outweigh 

t he good it produces; for example the second world war could not be justified 
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solely in terms of the technologi~il advances it inspired. Also, the rate ofp,gress 

must be uniform, for example the middle ages must be considered as having contributed 

as much relatively, as the Greco-Roman period. In some manner, it nru.st consider the 

primitive peoples and account for the "cultural lag" as well as their future progress; 

it must not limit itself to estern civilization. Also, the progress Imlst not be 

dependent upon either chance or God, for then 'the future progress becomes uncertain; 

man must create his own future. The wo d "must" is important, for there is an element 

of determinism in this view. Progress has occurred,is occurring, and will occur-

no individual, no chance circumstance, no Deity can obstruct this. How this determin

ism is resolved with the free will implied in making man the creator of progress I 

do not know •. This implication is not satisfactorily treated by the writers I have 

studied. There is one last important point in this definition. The progr•.wmust 

occur within man as well as his environment and it must "asymptotically" approach 

"general happiness" or man's perfection. It does not mean the attaining of a 

"status-quo", a heaven on earth, but a constant progress toward it. Perhaps, 

the best way to close this discussion is to give Dr. Bury 1s . negati~e description 

of the idea. He says: "sporadic observations - such as man's gradual rise from 

primitive and savage conditions to a certain level of civilization by a series of 

inventions, or the possibility of some future additions to his knowledge of nature -

which were inevitable at a certain stage of human reflection, do not amount to an 

anticipation of the idea. The value of such observations was determined, and 

must be estimated, by the whole context of ideas in which they occurred. It is 

from its bearings on the future that Progress deserves its value, its interest, 

and its power.n( 5) 
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hi tory. 
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Obviously,such a concept as the one described above belongs in the r ealm of 

It involves certai n standards of value by 'Which we can evaluate t past 

and present in terms of the future. Before we can really understand these standards, 

however, we must.1 as Dr. Bury implies, understand the "context of ideas in which 

they occured". But this involves a knowledge of the development of this concept, 

which I will now briefly sketch. 

In the earliest primitive societies the tribal menx,ry did not extend more 

than several generations in the past, not did they project themselves in the future 

or even have a real consciousness of the possible existence of a culture or life 

different than their own. With the development of the greater civilizations and 

crude forms of writing - three or four thousand years B.C. - the historical memory 

becomes longer. Both writing and more settled conditions are chiefly responsible 

for this. The people became aware of the existence of good times and of bad times 

_in their past, but, apparently,this only resulted in their going through periods 

of confidence and of depression. In the latter periods they began to idealize the 

past and speak nostalgically of a Golden Age . Within the last thousand years before 

Christ, however, this develops into a cyclical view of history. It appears in the 

writings of ancient Babylonia, Egypt , India, and China, generally as the Great Year 

or some derivative, the re-birth of history every 36000 of our years. (This figure 

is surprisingly constant.) 

In Greece the picture is not radically different. Their history did not 

go back far, nor were their achievements of such a nature that they would radically 

alter their life. They recognized that men had progressed, but also felt that they 

h.ad degenerated from · a Golden Age. Most of them believed in the cyclical theory in 

which there was a period of stability ( 11Golden Age"), and then a period of decay, 

rectified by the Creator. For them, change was not desirable. Their belief in 

"oira 11 also hindered any concept of progress. It was a very mysterious power which 

regulated the universe according to a definite pattern, and not even the gods could 



alter it . It was best for man to simply cultivate his own garden. This same 

attitude was transferred to the Romans. Seneca and Epicurus are occa_sionally 

cited as having recognized progress, and they did, but it was only a very limited 

kind, and referred only to the past; this recognition was not reall y new with them. 

The Middle Ages is of a very different nature, but the Christian eschatology 

and the unity and stability emphasized by the theologians and scholastics prevented 

the development of an ldea of Progress as effectively as Moira had earlier . The 

Doctrine of Original Sin, the acceptance of God's intervention in the world, andthe 
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vi,w of history as a movement to secure the happiness of a few in another world, 

W:~t~ a•lsQ ot compatable with the .development of this idea . However, the cyclical 

theory was generally abandoned, for Christianity did view history as a unique phenomenon. 

Also, it, for the first time, attempted to give meaning to the entire course of human 

ev nts - there was a future goal toward which the past and the future aimed . Moreover, 

in this period, the consideration of mankind as one unit crystalized; this 

''ecumjnical" idea had first appeared embryolog cal]y in the empire of Alexander, 

became implicit in the Roman Empire, and explicit in the medieval period thanks to 

the general acceptance of the .Christian view that all men are in one brotherhood,-

the sons of the same God . The only significant figure fo r our purposes is Roger 

Bacon, who preached the inter-relationship of knowledge and the value of the experi

mental method but his a~ceptance of_ the Christian view, notably the second coming 

o hrt st and all of its implications, prevented him from formulating any real idea 

of progress . 

The early Renais:sance in its break with the aesthetic spirit of the Middle 

Ages and its return to the pagan spirit of antiquity restored men's confidence in them

selves, especially in their reason and life on the earth. But they had not broken 

with authority- merely exchanged one type for another, and the idea of Progress 

needed more freedom for man than was here given. Machiavelli, for example, believed 

that there were maximum points of growth and decline between which all states oscillate. 



H also believed that human nature is essentially the same , and that what good changes 

occur must be brought about from above - both counterJ0 e Idea of Progress . 1 few 

men like Copernicus , Vesalius, and Bruno did attack the classical authority, but the 

influence of their ·work was not immediately felt. It was, however, during this period 

that the humanism developed which was to be so significant in the eighteenth century. 

In summation,the; earl.y enaissance had freed art, literature, and the natural man, 

leaving the next period to forllD.llate the corresponding philosophic thought which was 

to lead ~o the ldea of Progress. 

Joan Bodin, the French historian, rejected the concept of the Golden· Age 

and subsequent degeneration. He divides history into ·three periods in which climate 

and geography are the distinctive features. He believes that nature's influence has 

been constant and that through the ris sand falls of the states, there has been 

a gradual ascent . This theory would imply more progress, but he avoids talking 
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about the future. While his work is somewhat marred by his astrological and theo

logical references, he does make three significant points: (1) rejection of degeneration 

theory, (2) assertion that his age was equal and in some respects superior to the 

ancients, and (3) recognition of the common interests of all .peoples. Louis le HQ , 

the French translator of Plato and Aristotle re-enforces the contributions of Bodin 

except that his cyclical theory would have implied the degeneration of his own 

civilization, if he had not allowed for divine intervention. Le ROy is also notable 

because he emphasized the cultural ,or human aspects of history more than had been the 

custom. 

Francis Bacon is important because he drew up a definite plan for a 

"Great Renovationu of knowledge. He was very conscious of the need to break with 

the past and start anew; he felt that the more man avoided the errors of the past, 

the more he would improve - the cycle did not have to occur. The chief means that 

men would use to avoid past errors was natural experimentation. While this belief 

was commonly held, he was the first to move natural experimentation outside of 



science and define its purpose and value in terms of the improvement of man and his 

life. However, he did not have a far-sighted view of the future; he believed that 

he lived in the old age of the earth, and that within a short period nature could 

be sufficiently conquered. His analysis of the past is similar to Bodin; his chief 

contribution is the introduction of utility as a criterion in science. 
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The seventeenth century is of vital importance in the understanding of the 

next century because the enlightenment is really an application of seventeenth century 

philosophic and scientific theory to social problems. Momentarily, however, I would 

like to return _to Copernicus. It is easy to both over-estimate and under-estimate 

the influence of this man's work. Unfortunately, there is no easy middle course to 

follow with him, so I am compelled_ to make a generalization, modified only by 

recognition now that it is open to challenge. When his destruction of the ptolemaic 

system becan~ accepted, it created at first a feeling of insecurity among a large 

number of people. Their central position .in the scheme of things was gone; they 

were now lost in an immense space. While this did not destroy religion, it did 

shake its foundations and, more 1:J!lportant, it opened Christian eschatology to serious 

questioning, for the entire view of history was oriented around the conviction, at 

least in the minds of the masses, that man was the center of the universe and God's 

plan. But the Copernican Revolution did make one positive contribution. It freed 

man from the all-encompassing· hand of God. In practice) it worked alon with the pagan 

spirit inherited from the rediscovery of the classics; in theory, it allowed the 

philosophers, scientists, and even, to some extent, the theologians to develop a 

more impressive picture of man's powers. The latter tendency was intensified when 

the accomplishments of men like Kepler and Galileo were recognized, until, by the 

beginning of the eighteenth century we can detect a real joy, a feeling of release. 

This is very noticeable in Fontenelle's Dialogue on the Plurality of the orlds 

where the author defends the system against the fears of a young Marquise who is 

just being taught what it implies. 
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The next figure in one whose importance it is difficult to underestimate 

Descartes represents the development of one of two trends which, according to Dr, 

Frankel, are recognizable throughout the eighteenth century conceptions of progress . 

He was primarily a mathematecian and physicist who, thanks to a revelation in a dream, 

attempted to apply reason or mathematical logic to all things. He perfected what 

we call analytical geometry which apparentl~ stablished a real relationship between 

algebra and the realm of space, or the world. To best explain the significance of 

his achievement, I will quote from Dr. J.H.Randall :(6) "To Descartes thenceforth 

space or extension became the fundamental reality in the world, motion the source 

of all change, and mathematics the only relation between its parts. It is significant 

that the Cartesian faith, so similar to that of the pioneers in astronomy and physics, 

lacked any trace of the mystic Platonism that had marked all of them. He had made 

of nature a machine and nothing but a machine; purposes and spiritual significance 

had alike been banished. Descartes himself worked out the principles of optics 

in detail; but his significance lies rather in his general conception. He had 
I 

reachedthe notion of seeking an explanation of all things in the world in purely 

mechanical tenns. Intoxicated by his vision and his success, he boasted, 'Give me 

extension and motion, and I will construct the universe .• Th~ whole working out of 

mechanical physics in the next two centuries is but the development of his idea. 

All energy is reduced to Kinetic energy, the energy of motion; all qualitative 

differences in the world to quantitative differences of the size, shape, and 

speed of motion of particles of matter. Living beings form no exception, life 

becomes a mere matter of chemical changes, all animals are mere automata, even the 

body of man is a purely physical ma.chine. The world of the Middle Ages has been 

explicitly and entirely rejected for the world of modern physics. Descartes in his 

enthusiasm suggested mechanical explanations too simple and too little cheeked up 

by observation; but Newton, in actually working out in detail the Mathematical 

Principles 2f. Natural Philosophy set the keystone in the arch of Cartesianism". 
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According to Dr. Bury modern history rally begins in the seventeenth 

century with Descartes . ior to him, statements concerning "progress" had really 

been just recognition that there had been advancement in the arts and sciences and 

a stated hope for futur ad anc s . ith him the prerequisites for the Idea of ogress 

were fulfilled . Bacon and th Renaissance had shown the value of the secular life and 

the functional value of knowledge . Descart s d Bacon h d freed science and philosophy 

from the uthority of the anci nts, and, st important , D scartes had put science on 

a olid foundation, thereby giving it o r al assurance of progr ss . But he was 

acu ely conscious of a need to br eak with the past in order to make a new start , ven 

more so than Bacon, and this pr vented him from seeing a contin ity in history, so 
( , 

ne essary for the Idea of Progress . One of the important influences which Dr. Frankel 

at ributes to Descartes is his attempt to justify his scientific method in terms of 

metaphysical principles . In this sense he was medieval , b cause he saught an overall 

unity, and he passed this feeling if I can call it that, to the ightenment in the 

conviction th t moral progress can be made by d ducing an infallible moral science 

from other branches of knowledge . (In thi connection, note Condorcet's remark that 

eve moral error can be tr ed back to an error in physics (S)) 

ctually, Descartes occupies a pee liar p ·tion in the Enli hte ent in 

being both greatly praised and greatly c nsured by the s en . His dualism ( tho ght 

an ext nsion) was bas·cally inac eptable to· them be ause it did not allow the 

scientific method to be applied to mind, the ssence of man, and , as already indicated, 

these 11philosoph es" w re pre- minently interested in so ial theories . But his 

champions ip of the use of systematic doubt(Doubt everything until you ascertain 

cl ar and evident first p inciples from which other kno ledge is deduced . ) a arded 

h. i/Ji in their opinion the first position in the attack gainst authority or 

inherited belief . Also , their analytic m thod (that is, the breaking down of complex 

id as into simple irreducible one) is similar to his . They also adopt his mechanical 

idea of the universe by explaining all of nature in terms of a universal system of 
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mechanics. Moreover, in their shift from "rationalism" to nempericism" they 

retained one vital pre-supposition - th origin of all ideas being sensations -

which is analogous to Decartes ' evident first principl . He also gave impetus 

to the belief that further knowl dge could be eadily grasped . 

The next figure that I would like to discuss is Newton . According to 
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Dr . E. A. Burtt,(9) Newton made three very ignificant contributions . First he deeply 

influenced the thinking of the average intelligent man, notably by relating terrestrial 

gravitation with the centripet al mov meats of the heavens . This,more effectively than 

an other accomplishment , made men aware of the power withi n them. True, Newton was 

regarded as a genius , but he was a man. The importance of the awareness within men 

of their own ability was certainly significant in the developm nt of the Idea of 

Progress . Second, Newton is technically· portant for having given precise definitions 

to a number of scientific terms . Third, ewton laid a 11metaphysical roundwork for 

the mathematical march of mind" . This , for our purpose is his o t important contri

buton, and t he one which links him to Descartes . The implication of his astronomical 

discovery was that the physical laws of the earth are valid t hroughout the solar 

system. The r1orld becomes a "vast pe etual motion machine , and every vent in it 

an be deuced mathematically from the fundamental principles of its mechanical action 11 (lO) 

Newton ' s name became a 11symbol which called up the picture of the scientific machin -

uni v rse, the last wo din science , one f those uncritiized pr con eptions which 

largely determined the social and political and religious as well as the strictly scienti-

fie thinking of the age . 

ideal . n(ll) 

ewton ~ ci nee , and science was the eighteenth century 

I have attempted to illustrate the Cart sian - Newtonian view, one in which 

science and the scientif·c method are part of a vast metaphysical system. This, 

I have already indicat d, is to Dr . Frankel one of two trends hich aff t eighteenth 

century con eptions of progress . Frankly, I believe that this uthority ove - mpha iz s 

the importan e of his t h , but , nevertheles it is significant and at least 
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partly true . Th man I would next like to con ider is the man whom Frankel regards 

as the chief source of the alternate trend - Pascal . He separa ed the emperieal 

sciences such as physics and chemistry from the "authoritative" sciences, such as 

history and theology, enabling him to discuss the experimental method without 
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reference to metaphysics . e progress in these fields by criticizing inherited 

knowledge and experimentally accu lating new knowledg . He was at first a full- fledged 

Carte ianist , but his religious beliefs - h was a Jansenist - caused him to fear 

the intru ion of reason ins ch fields , and h mad th above distinction . The differ-

ence between these two vi ws is important . ascal -lillll.ted prog.ress to sci nee 

ere a particular method provided the condition for continuous learning from experi

ence if, and only if, thy used the proper method . According to this view the growth 

of sci nee, an ther by reason, is explain d · terms of its method; if larger 

metaphysical principles were accepted, then th continuous growth of human reason 

became a condition for the growth of scienc rather than a r sult of its establishment . 

Science in th latter view is not a method of behavior but in some sense a manipulator 

o behavior . I am unable to make this distinction as clear as I would like because 

I am not really sure I understand th exa t difference . However, even without fully 

understanding it, it is interesting to use as a point of departur e i n some of the 

later discussion . Except f or the above distinction, I do not believe that Pascal 

is very important, for his r al influence cam in the nineteenth century when he was 

re-discovered by Ch teaubriand . 

Only one major seventeenth century writer r mains for us to discuss and 

that is John Locke . To the"philosopher" Locke was the man who pplied Newtonian 

experimental physics to the human mind and soul . He thus mad the science of man 

continuous with the physical sciences and th~ human experien e , or mind, cent al 

in the understanding of either science or nature . By importing the categories of 

physics into th study of man , her jected the Cart sian dualism. How ver, like 

Descartes , h employed an antic ent iew of the human mind to obtain his conclusions . 



He actually re- nforced the Ca tesian vie that men might be in anew. Generally 

the eighteenth century 11philosophes 11 adopted the Lockean sensationalism and inserted 

it into a Carte ian frame ork . Because this contribution of Locke is so important 

in the Enlightenment ' s Idea of Progress , I believe that it would be worth the time 

to examine it more closely I shal be primarily relying upon F S.C. orthrop s 

treatment of this subject . (l2) 

Locke start d with the ewtonian science . According to this physics, 

nature is reared as a system of physical object loc t din a public , absolute 

sp ce, objects which eke term d "material substances" , ult· tely composed of 

toms he sensations which th observer has are not aspects of these substances , 

but appearances mysteriously as oc · ated 'th them. Thes are private substances i 
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private space and time e have now a three termed relation hip of public sub tances , 

ob er r, an prjvate or sensed qualities Locke att pted to clarify this relationship 

by defining t,he obs rv r as mental ubstan e ich r acts to the material substances 

in space and time by being conscious of sensations in a private space tim . The 

signif'cance is that in mo e pr cisely formulating the Newtonian physics h rovided 

a th ory for onscious man as ell as physical n ture . Thu a mental substance, 

the ess ntial ·human be:ing , be omes a blank on ciousness , a 11t bul rasa 11 upon which 

the exte 1 or a ts . It can er ate these tion~, · ut only when acted pon; 

essentially it is a pas. i e substance·. Emotions , passions , even thoughts are the 
, ,cJ 

re lt of the effect .I\ the external world, the world of material substances 

or N wtonian physics, has upon the blank tablet o the ei hteenth century, cce ting 

this Lock an theory, if the ff ct of the external orld , th ti , man ' s environment , 

could be control d, and they believed that it could be, then man c uld be made into 

whatev r was desired The importance of this concept in the development of the 

Idea of rogress can not be underestimate 

Condillac I will insert h re because he is chiefly important in the 

te hnical dev lopment of Locke He accepted the sensationalism and tried to 
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develop a more compreh nsive pict re for the activities of the mind. He appealed 

to language hich he d picted as symbols or blocks enabling us to remember, analyze, 

o speculate . This emphasis upon comnnmication will r appear later as a paramount 

part of the Idea of Progress . Certain other men should be mentioned .in passing . 

The Cart sian th ory of a mechanic 1 world and inv ri ble laws had excluded the 

idea of Providence which had earlier restricted th c nc pt of progress so much . 

Bossuet is one important seventeenth figure or -ins rted it into the world schem, 

but , significantly, his chief motive for doing so was to give an added foundation 

to morals and ethics, and not, r - minently for religious reasons . Malebranche 

developed the s th m , also asse ting that this was th best possible world 

which could be constructed by the simple principles befitting a perfect Diety. 

Leibnitz also says that this is the best possible world which could exist in a 

perfect universe . These men point out that the theory of de eneration had been 

definitely abandoned as well as illustrate the feeling of complacency which was so 

characteristic of the s v nteenth century. 

One more item needs to be discussed before we reach th eighteenth century, 

and the above observation leads directly into it - the quarrel between the Ancients 

and the Modern, which illustrates the revolt against the authority of the Renaissance 

and the classics . The question und rlying the actual dispute was: is nature capable 

today of the power she manifested f o erly? The Moderns, in supporting the perman nee 

of nature's pow rs, gave the death blow to the theory of d generation. Tassoni, 

in 1620 was the first to take up the caus of the derns , but because h looked u on 

th ~ ddle A es as a breach of continuity, there was no real id a of progr ssh re, 

ven if restricted to the past . Boisrobert was then inspired to d liver a polemic 

att ck upon Homer b fore the Academi fran9ais in 1635 . Saint o~lin broadened the 

dispute by claiming that the erns were happier an more learned because of the 

larger foundation upon which they rested . The Age of Louis XIV as very conducive 

to thi feeling of complacency, which Charles Perrault most noticeably reflects . 



He, like the others, asserted the permanence of nature's powers and the increase 

of knowledge through time and exoerience, but he was more thorough and methodical 

than they had been He was also similar to the others in viewing the medieval 

period as a breach of continuity. He believed that men ~re always the same in talent 

and brains , but because the arts and sciences depend upon accumulative knowledge, 

given equal talent, the latest product must be the best . His principal conce is 

with the past advance of knowledge , and not with eith r man ' s degree of happiness 

or with the future , although a view of the future can be deduced from his theory . 

George Haskell in 1627 attacked the theory of decay and extended the discussion 

to physical and mental qualities , b the was unable to get a real view of the future 

because he was han icapped by the Christian view of the end of the world . Joseph 

Glanvill in lus Ultra (1668) considered mathe tics and science, pointing out the 

tremendous advances which had taken place in those fields and the reason for hoping 

for continued advances . Sprat developed the same argument 

We have now reached the eighteenth century, but before we discuss the first 

major figure, Fontenelle, I would like to make a few general remarks about the 

Enlightenment and its members , using as my chief source , Dr . Becker ' s study. (l3) 

These 11philosophes 11 were not really philosophers but men of letters , propagandists, 

attempting to destroy the old . Because of this they should be read with care, for 

many of their most striking statements are deliberate exaggerations intended to 

provoke thought in their audience . They were very disdainful of enthusiasm, but 

actually were its most eager supporters in their search for truth , liberty, justice, 

humanity, and so forth The key to their view was 11nature 11 ; It was their Book of 

Revelations . Nature, instead of being some mysterious, awesome manifestation of 

the divine was "after all, just the common things that common men observed arid 

handled every day, and natural law only the uniform way things behaved . 11 (14)Now 

its secrets were open to all Ho ever, this resulted in. their having an .increased 

rather than lessened respect for nature; indeed, they appeared to diefy Nature and 

to make it their sole God . Locke , with his 

14 
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11tabula rasa, h d d stroy d the doctrine of Original Sin and total depravity, thereby 

en bling men to beli - since men and mind er haped by nature, which they were 

now hoping to control, - that man could be brought into harmony with the universal 

natural ord r . But soon it ppear d to them that if reason or nu.nd was shaped by 

nature, snot it already ttnatural 11 , that is ' in harmony with the order that creat d 

it sit was . Sine this picture was not satisfa.ctory to them, implying as it did 

an ace ptance of what were to th m manifest injustices , they adopted a new pre-conception 

that the complet d picture or harmony was in the future and it was their job to work 

to rd its fulfillment . 

In replacing God with a mechanistic nat re , they had d pri d morality of 

its b st support . Also , after diefying nature they found they did not kno exactly 

what it was. at was "reasonable 11 or 11natural 11 in terms of vast differenc s of 

opinion in a mechanistic world? The d duced prµ1ciples from the invariable laws 

of nature did not come as easily as they had expected . Conse ,ntl, they back- tracked 

a little, leaving abstract rea on in order to discover in history the "natural man• 

·fro who they could abstract the principles n c ssary to e value judgement • 

However, history did not sho the "natural" as cl arly as they had anticipated d 

they were forced to interpet the pat in terms of their ie s . 

The creed of the lightenment , as it d veloped, had four major points: 

(1) man is not naturally depraved; (2) th end of life is life itself; (3) man is 

capable , guid d solely by the light of r ason and experience, of perfecting the good 

life on the arth; (4) the first and essenti 1 condition of the good life on earth 

is the "freeing men's minds from the bonds of ignorance and superstition, and of 

their bodies from the rbitrary oppression of the con tituted social authorities . " 

How these four points became articulat d, we shall see in the r inder of this 

pap r . 

Bernard Fontenelle (1657-1757) is one of the principal figures in the 

transitional period between the seventeenth and eighteenth century wh tis somet es 
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called the 11Cartesian Period" because the principles associated with Descartes -

supremacy of reason over authority, stability of nature's laws, rigorous standards 

of proof - were paramount . As Robert Shackleton said: 11Reaehing back to Montaigne 

and Charron, to Giordano Bruno and Campanella, to the 'libertin erudits' of the 

early sev nt enth century, Fontenelle stretche forward also to Montesqieu, Voltaire , 

· and D'Holbach, and illustrates the continuity of thought from the Renaissance to the 

Revolution . /l5) 

Fontenelle was one of the chief men responsible for realizing the implica

tions of the literary quarrel bet -reen the Ancients and the Moderns and for raising 

it from the level of pedantry to that of Philosophy. In his Dialogues of the~ 

(1683) prog ess is the subject of a discussion between Socrates and Montaigne in 

which the former takes the position that the later age should be better because 

nature remains the. same and the later age has the advantage of the increased body 

of experience . Actually, very little in the way of a definite conclusion can be 

obtained from the essay, but five years later a more comprehensive essay on the 

subject was published by Fontenelle, Digression .2!! the Ancients !ill! the oderns . 

He starts with the Cartesian assumption that nature ' s_ powers are constant . 11The 

whole question of preeminence between the Ancients and oderns is reduced to knowing 

if the trees of bygone days ere larger than those of today. If they were, then 

Homer, Plato, and Demosthenes cannot be equalled in these last centuries: but if 

our trees are just as large, we can equal them. u(l6) H answers this question by 

saying: 11Nature possesses a kind of paste which is always the same, which she 

ceaselessly moulds and remoulds in a thousand different ays, and of which she forms 

men,animals , and plants; and certainly she did not form Plato , Demosthenes , or 

Homer of a finer or better kneaded clay than our philosophers , our orators, and 

our poets of today. u(l7) "The centuries produce no natural difference between men . 

Even if they should produce a difference of some sort , it would be vecy easy to 
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efface, and, finally, it would be no more to their dvantage than ours . ear all, 

then, perfectly equal, ancients and moderns, Greeks, La.tins, and French. 11 (lS) 

Having established the ssential quality of all men, Fontenelle goes on to explain 

the apparent failure of thi quality to sho itself by the influence of other 

factors . 11It is clearly vident that all differences , whatever they may be, must 

be the result of such extraneous circumstances as the times , the government, or 

the general st te of ff ir . u(l9) For exampl, if no great man appeared in th 

centuries immediately folloWl.ng the fall of Roe, it s because the circumstances 

prevented him fr asserting himself not . ,cause the pot ntialities for greatn ss 

we e not present in men during th t tim • 11S e , (Natur e) prod ce in every century 

men fitted to become gre t m n; but the time do not always permit them to exercis 

their talents . 11 <20 He admits that climate ·ght ha an influence, but within 

rope the climates are similar enough so that the difference would be neglig~ble . 

Alo, again falling back on the analogy of the tree , ideas are ch e sier to 

transplant than ar plant so the effect of climate can be a ily equalized . 

Turning more specifically to the question of po ress , he asserts that 

it is th eans of experience, th accumulatin of knowled e and xp rience which 

g1 s us our advant ge , ' ·e have benefited intellectually by th sesame disco eri s 

hi h we s e b fore • we have inspiration borrowed fro others in addition to 

t ose which w have ourselves; and if we outdo the first _inventor, it is heh. elf 

o has helped us to outdo him and so he al ay has his share in the glory of our 

o k; and ere he to withdraw what belongs to hi , should find our own shar to 

b no gr eater than his . " (2l) t we always profit from their mistakes as ell as 

t i r positive contributions . "e are indebted to the ancients for having xhausted 

for us the greater pa of the false idea that could b con ei ed . / 22), And so , 
see that are in a position to benefit by the discove ies of the ancients 

by their ml.stakes even, it is not 

them would mean necessarily that 

r prising that e r pass them. Merely to equal 

f t tl . f . t th. (2J ) e were n ure v· y in erior o eirs . n 

YO 

W HL ·GT LEE 1 
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L.. 
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This progress is not d pend t upon individuals, they simply had the advantage of 

being first; what they did, the derns could have done if they had come first, and 

and would have done if the classics had not been re-di covered . However, Fontenelle 

makes the same distinction that Pascal had made earlier . Certain fields such as 

eloquence and poetry are not cumulative , the limited views and the imagination 

n cessary for ex ellence may be obtained in a short period . ·"since eloquence and 

• poetry are rather limited in scope, there must come -a time when they are developed 

to th ir highest perfection; and I hold that for eloquence and for history that time 

was the century of Augustl,ls . 11 (
24 ) But he goes on to say: 11When we shall have found 

the ancients to ha e reached th point of perfection in anything, let us be content 
. . (25) 

to say that they cannot be surpassed, but let us not say that they cannot be equalled . " 

But in scienc and learning, Fontenelle goes on to say, th later generations must 

inevitably surpass the ancients because these fields depend upon knowledge and orrect 

reasoning and they have th accumulated knowledge of the past . He picks up the then 

famous comparison of Pas al between the world and a single man , but he makes a 

si nificant change at th end . 11A good cultivated mind contains , so to speak, all 

the minds of preceding c nturies;it is but a single identical mind which has been 

d velo·-· -· ~~,Id improving itself all this time . 11 •••• but I am obliged to confess that 

this man in question will have no old age , he will always be equally capable of those 

things for which his youth was suited, and h will be ever more and more capable of 

those things which are suited to his prime , that is to sa , t o abandon the llegory, 

m n will nev r degenerate and there will be no nd to the growth and d velopment 

of human wisdom n< 26 ) He lat r goes on to say: 11There is every cause to believe 

that reason will be perfected, and that men will disabuse themselves grad~ally of 

the sensel ss prejudice for antiquity. n(Zl) Here we have the first formulation of th 

concept of an ind finite future , bu h n ver really d velop d it; as one writer 

put it: "he paid his respects to posterity, but he as in no moo to worship it . 11 <28) 

Still, his remains the first really complete doctrine of progress . How ver, 

according to his view, men will always remain the same in their basic nature , and 
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this basic nature Fontenelle recognizes a having some faults In one of his works 

he says that if we er on the moon and look d back at man: 11Is is possible we 

shoul<fi1av an idea of so strange a composition, a creature of such foolish passions , 

an such wise reflections, alotted so small a span of life, and yet pursuing views 

of such extent: so learned in trifles, and so stupidly ignorant in matters of-the 

. greatest importance, so ch concerned for liberty, and yet such great inclinations 

to servitude, so desirous o.f happiness , and yet so very incapable of obtaining it . n <29 ) 

In wnmary then , Fon enelle was important fo~ d eloping a complete concept 

of progress , but he limited it to the sciences and learning, with implications that 

man's reasoning might also improve . Those fields , such as th arts , which did not 

depend on accumulative knowledge would not nee ssarily progress . Man is specifically 

limited in his essential natur for all times, and this nature includes weaknesses or 

faults which, apparently, will not disappear in tim . This is really just the first 

important step toward .the Idea of ogr ss . 

The i mportance of his Conversations 2!1 the Plurality of Wolds (1686) in 

th popularizing of s iences and especially th Copernican Revolution has alr ady 

been mentioned . It is a short, amusing treatise placed in the form of convers~tions 

between the author and a young marquise in which he attempts to explain the basic 

theory and implication of Copernius's discoveries . For our purposes , its main value 

lies in the few remarks the author makes which reveal his opinion of man, one of the 
. . His 

most notable of which has already been quoted . / History of the Oracles (1687) applied 

th Cartesian principles to theology and indirectly discredited the early Church 

Fathers 

Pierre Boyle, like Fontenelle, was not an investigator but a popularizer 

of knowledge . He also took a pessimistic view of man, but, unlike Fontenelle, was 

untouched by the scientific advanc s . He is chiefly notable for his theological 

criticism which , by helping to free.morality from th ology and metaphysics , pr pared 

the way for the Deistic concept . 
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The quarrel b tw en the Anc·ents and the oderns, to which Fontenelle had 

given new meaning c be briefly summarized . In England Sq.int Evremond wrote on 

' the disput as did his more noteworthy friend Sir illiam Temple . The latter s 

untempered defense of the cients (1690) is important because it provoked otton 

to write his Reflexions In this wor he ccepts Fontenelle s contention that natur •s 

po ers remain th sam, but he maintains that the past might possibly have been 

superior in some fi ld b cause conditions re more suitabl elineating 

mor clearly an implication of Fontenell 1s .argument . H makes a sharp distinction 

betw en the fields of rt and knowledg , aying that ogr ss in the first is uncertain, 

but in the second fi ld h gives graphic illustrations of the tremendous advances which 

have b n made . He was very cautious concerning the future , admitting only that progress may 

occ rev n if not in the next ge . 

The spirit of the sevente nth c ntury and tho e arly ight enth century 

iters who we have ntion di chara terized bys tisfaction or complac ncy The 

Ag of uis XIV was a glittering dific that blinded m n to its insecure foundation . 

en the per ceptive oltair consid rd this period one of the four greatest in human 

history, r ing with the Periclean, th Au stan, and the Italian R naissance and 

of the four , he felt that it c e the clos st to perf ction . (JO) But the result of 

th wars and the admin·strative d c y following Louis IV ' s d ath ma.de men more 

aw. re of the insufficienc s an injustices of life around them. This coupled with 

h ir ne found confid nee ins ience d mans po er, s ell as the new philoso hie 

theories made th into reformers If the so ial evils were not innate in man or in 

th natural order, but du to ignorance or rejudice then thy could be removed . 

One of the first of th ne genr is the Abbe Saint Pirre . His 

er tual Pe c (1713) i his most famo s 

pr servation of the status-quo . abridge nt (1727) 

k , but it is bas d upon the 

inted out the signiflcan e 

of his project upon the future Howe er, for our purpose his only jmportant work is 

Observations on the Continuou He s the first, 



in comparing mankind to a single mans life, to refer to the present age as the 

"infancy" and to speak of a really long future. He also maintained that besides 

the progress in the arts and sciences, speculative works on morality ha e advanced . 

Unfortunately, wars , superstitions, royal jealosies and the like have hindered 

pr ctical moral progress . But recently the rate of progress has accelerated thanks 

to th expansion of sea commerce and the cons qu nt increase in ealth , the increased 

study of ma.the ics and physi s which frees men re from ancient authority, and the 
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fo dation of sci ntific Academies to promot and promulgate discoveri s . He advocated 

the establishment of social science academies to serve the same purpose in these 

from the plateau upon which they had been imprisoned . H is cons1 ered as_repres nting 

on -transition fro the early Cartesianism, concerned with intellectual probl ms to 

the later "philosophes" and t eir concern with social proble • 

Now the eighte nth century writers became cone rned with history as we 

mentioned earlier . The belief in Reason eant to most of them that there were a few 

eternal ands lf- vident principles intelligible to ·any man at any time . To discover 

Reason r quired no special tools , only th 11ability to bstract the essential from 

what was merely the special and habitual . /Jl) By studying history these men hoped 
, 

to uncover the essential, but history di not clear ly reveal it, so they began to 

seek Reason in the unhistorical , , the essent·a1 nature pidd n and distorted by custom 

and su erstition • . Thus they were forced to view progress, historically, according 

to Dr . Frankel, either with the paradox of Descartes (a new start initiated by a 

"revelation") or as a the~ry of automatic progress ersonally, I do not think 

these men were aware of the distinction Dr. Frankel points out . 

Montesqui u was never really aware of the Idea of Progress , but he is 

significant in its development, for in his Spirit 2f the~, h proclaimed that 

political as well as physi al phenomena are subj ct to general laws . However, his work 

was very unsystematic , and only the influence of geography and climate became readily 

apparent to his contemporaries . 



Francois Marie Voltaire (1694 - 1778) to many pitomizes the Enlighten

ment He was a practical moralist d termined to ref shion the world according 

to the dictates of reason Buth had one fatal flaw as a thinker, his mind was 
and 

discursiv /tangential with the result that it is extremely difficult to precisely 

f 1 t h . . H" b . . t f b h (J2) ormu e is views on progress 1s asic purpose is s orth y Hearns aw: 11 

'Assuming the uniformity of human nature as ab se lin, or last common denominator, 

it ought to be possibl , he argues, by eductive reasoning, orking on the common 

stock of qualities, potentialitie, and powers which human nature possess s, to 
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build up the elements of a natural order, uni rsally v lid - that is, to construct a 

philosophy embodying natural religion, natural law, and natural rights . Over against 

this natural order starids the actual world, with its legal-codes, its established 

re]jgi -:is , and its political institutions - this so-called 'Empire of Custom' . 

Th problem of the polit 'cal philosopher is tor late these t worlds to each other, 

to draw the necessary inferences, and to bring the real world into harmony with the 

principles which reason has discover din its perambulation of the· natural order . 

This is precisely what Voltaire sets out to do . n 

oltaire starts with the Lockean position; therefore, men are naturally 

qual : "Nothing can be clearer than that men, enjoying the faculti s of th 

co on nature are in a state of quality. 11 (33) But "Eve man is born with an eager 

incljnation for power wealth, and pleasur, and al o th a reat taste for indole e (J4). 

th efore 0 It i s impossible in our elancholy world to pre ent men living in soci ty 

fr bein di id d into two cl sses , one of the ri h who command, th, other th poo 

who obey /JS) 

Ho er, thi~ pessimistic , ev n f talistic picture 1s not the whol story, 

for he also adopts I.eek 1s sensationali m and puts it in a dei tic m chanical world 

frame . 11There is no innate knowledge, for th same reason that there is no tr 

that bears leaves and fruit en it first starts above the arth . Ther is nothing 

innate, or fully dev loped in th first instance . 11 <36) The ch racter is formed of ou 

i eas and our f lings. Now it ·is quite cl ar th t re neither give ourselves feelings 
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nor ideas, therefore our character can not depend on ourselves . If it did so depend, 

everyone ld be perfect . e cannot give our selves taste·s or talents, why, then, 

should we give ourselves qualities . When e o not reflect we think we are master 

of all: en e reflect e find that we are masters of nothin u(37) "ls it not that, 

bing born neither good nor wicked education, example , the government into wh;ch 

he i thrown - in short, occasion of every ind - determines him to virtu or vice 11 (3S) 

11 l the f culties in the world will n ver pr vent a philos her fr perc ivin 

tat we co ence by en ations , d that our memory is nothing but a contin e 

sen ation . A 

suppo ing it 

born ·thout his fie senses would be destitute of all d a 

ible for h. to liv . u(39)rn reference ·to the world sch oltaire 

says · "Either l is the cons ence of the nature of things, or all is th effect of 

the eternal ord r of an bsolu 

chine f the rld . n(40) and" 

perceives not that he ·s a pup 

a hought . n(4l) reov r . 

the ply of the great hin 

st r , in both cases , w _ar e only wheel 

th man who , when he 1 oks into h. 

the 

lf, 

f I think - but can I give myself 

i no evil. for the Great Being;, to him. it is only 

ich 1n·c ssently oves by temal laws . u (42) 

This t hen 1 ads ir to ce tain other points: 11Mor lity i~ unifo 

d in r Go "(43 i "The constitution of bur souls, our princi 

of re son and mor lity., will v r be th same. "(44) , "The only thing required, then 

is to exe cise our r son in i c ating the various sh des of what is right and 

wr n n(45) oltaire beli v that the ppl ation of r eason can lead to pro r ss . 

istory does not val a pr tty picture. "l have now gone through the immen e c e 

of re o t·ons that the worl has experienced since the time of Charl magne , and to 

t hav they all t ded? Tod sol t·on , and the loss of millions of lives ! Every 

gr t event h s been a capit 1 misfortune . History has kept no account of times of 

p e d tr quillity, it rel~t sonly ravages and disasters . 11 (46) Buth goes on 

in th 

( uperstition) .have been th c use of this d solation an "e may believe th tr ason 

es 

and· du try will always pro re re and mo e; that th useful arts will be improved; 



th t of the ev 1 which hav fflicted m n, pr judices, which ar not their least 

scourg, will grad ally disappe r among all thos who govern nations, and that 

p11losophy, uni ersally diffu ed, will give so econ ol tion to human nature for 

th alamities which it will exp ri nee in all age .. <47 ) History for Voltaire 

h s been, and always will b, the st y of the stru le bet een reason and superstition 

While it appeared th t re son, th sole guide to Progress, w not winning, tim was 

on its sid, becaus , since kno led was ccu lated, 8.!l knowledge re- nforc d 

r ason, r tition woul gr dully d crease . Ho ver, it wo~ld never disappear, 

fo Voltaire seems to -believe , despit hi cce tance of the ntabula ra a", t t 

ha certain natur 1 passions which , in co junction ltj.th circumstances, dll al ays 

produc und sirable r sults . The fr qu ncy of these occurr nces, ho v , c be 

lessene p ion te to th ppli tion of r ason . Thus his con ept of Pr ess 

is moder t t pr d bf a rather cynical picture of man . 

His Essay was a dir ct ch llenge of Bos et ' s th ory of Providence . Volt ire 

talked about final causes, but in his mechanistic rld they had no pl ce . He was 

chi fly concerned ·th the caus 1 con ection of events in hi analysi and not th 

general las which ..ont quien romul ated1 d spite his emph sis upon th inv r1abl 

la whi h run the i r e . When v r n bst act or m t physical ubj ct came up, 

Volt ire's position ould boil down to: 111 do •t know; I won't ev r kno; so 1 t us 

be c ncerned with thos things w can kno abo • 11 This , perhaps , x:plains this 

paradox because, a tt gt ere are general laws, dll n verb able to kno 

th m di ectly; h can only appro ch them by applying his rea on to a study of particu

lar v nts and their c us 1 r lation hip . Hi study of c us and ffect leaves no 

real .plan for fr e will 11I grant th t 11 v nt ar produced one by another, if the 

pat was Pr nant dth th pr s nt , th pre ent i pregnant with the futur; e erything 

is beg tten, but everything does n t beget . "(4S) Thi i co pat ble with his C sian 

rld view, b t other part of his tudy is not . I have not read enou h of the 

Es ay top r onally verify this, but ccording to both Bury an Frank 1, Voltaire 

in hi study of th caus s of vario s historical event r lied a good bit upon chance, 
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most probably because he is unable to .tie certain phenomena up with its antecedents . 

At any rate, whatever the reason, Voltaire admits chance into the world and in so 

~oing he obviously curtails the certainty of future progress. He states that progress 

is bound to occur, chance may divert it into devious channels,retarding or accelerating 

"'"· its rate, but never halt it;4ruture progress appears an uncertain process. 

A few more things need to be said concerning Voltaire 's position. He was 

primarily a literary figure and an enthusiast, but no scholar of science. He empha

sized reason, but reason was tied up with the arts and sciences for him. As a result 

he emphasized cultural conditions, of which the arts and sciences were the most vital 

part. His study was primarily an intellectual history; it was this emphasis which 

ma.de the Age of Louis XIV so magnificent in his opinion. He also singled out the 

eighteenth century as one with a peculiar mission to perform, and the"philosophes"as 

the leaders of .their age. He was helping to develop the feeling among the intellec

tuals that they were the ~lite , the leaders , a feeling which became a characteristic 

of this group . 

Voltaire is not an easy· man to understand because of his inconsistences. 

Having a mechanistic world, as orderly and smoothly run as a watch, to which he 

compared it,he admitted change and progress as well as chance into it. Emphasizing 

reason as the guide to progress, he reduced ideas and mind, from which reason 

originates, to a blank tablet receiving impressions and man to a puppet of an 

impersonal Diety and mechanistic world. The picture he paints of the past is not 

pretty, nor is the picture he paints of man's part in it. Man, like nature, is 

always the same, essentially, but he will progress . There is little that you can 

do with Voltaire except to saY that he emphasized the use of reason as a guide to 

progress, which will inevitably follow. However, he never seems to say that man's 

p rfection is at the other end of the road, nor that, ultimately, man is the creator 

of this progress. He has simply take~ another step toward the Idea of Progress . 

D1alembert echoed Voltaire's emphasis upon the cultural aspect of progress . 

Kno ledge inevitably brings progress. Sensations are the origin of all pl&~ledg~. 
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He att mpted, un uccessfully, to resolve progress as it appears in history with 

progress sit sho ld occur according to his .Cartesian - Lockean metaphysical assump

tions . 

The next important figure we re ch is Anne Robert Jacques Turgot (1727-1781) 

who was ed cated for the church and later became associated with the Physiocrats 

· tJi'/f/an outstanding government administrator and visor . He also starts with the 

Ca esian - wckean position, but admits more inequality among men • . 11The most 

sublime mental attainments are only, and can be only, founded upon our ideas of 

sensation, development and combined; ••• The same senses, the same origins, th 

spectacle of the same universe, have everywhere given to men th~ sam ideas, as 
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the same n eds and th~ same inclinations hav~ everywhere taught them the same ~rts . "<49 ) 

He then continues on to say: 11Doubtl ss the human mind everywhere contains the germ 

of the same progress, but Nature, un qual in hr benefits, has given to certain minds 

an abundance of talents which she has refused to others; circumstances develop these 

talents , or leav th m buried in obscurity, and to the infinite variety of these 

circumstances is due the inequality in the progress of nations . 11 (
5o) "Their minds or 

the power and character of their minds, have a real inequality, the causes of which 

will be always unknown to us n( 5l, 'Thus, in quality will arise, and increase, even 

among the most capable and most moral p oples •••• · It is not an evil, it is a blessing 

for mankind. where would society be if every man laboured only at his own little 

field . 11 (
52) 

However, the mind can be improv d, as would be xpected of one who starts 

with sensationalism: 111 believe that Nature has sown in all hearts the seeds of all 

the virtues, that they require only to be developed; ( note how th's concept of 

sensationalism differs from th nt bula rasa" of Locke . ) th.at education (b indeed 

only a skilful education) can rend r virtuous the most of men . I know that human 

progress cannot be rapid; man slowly trails hims lf along step by st P••••• Each 

generation will learn a little from the preceding one, and books will thus become 

the preceptors of nations."(53) As th above passage indi ates, communication is 



the key to human progress . 11Th multiform signs of language and of writing, by 

giving to men the means of insuring the possession of their ideas and of co.mrrrunicat-

. ing them to others, have made of all the individual funds of kno l edge a common 

treasure which on gener t i on transmits to th next , along with an inh ritance 

always increased by the discoveries of each age; thus the human race seen from its 

ori gin appear to the eye of a philosopher as one vast whole which itself, like each 

in i idual composing it,has had its infancy and its d velopment . n< 54) 
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Progress is much more certain than this quotation would indicate . The cours 

of history is determin d by the causal connection of events, as in Voltaire, but 

t h re is an overall pattern which dictates that verything contri butes to progr ss . 

"Different causes of event take their rise in the different countries of the world , 

an all , by ho er y separat roads, concur at l to the same end - to advanc 

the human mind. / 55 ) "No mutation has been made which has not brought about so e 

benefit,for none has been made without volving ex.per ence , and without extending 

or improving, or at least preparing for man ' s education . 11 <56) Even the passions, 

gen rally condemned in this rationalistic age , occupy an important position for 

11the passions of individuals have multiplied ideas extended knowledge , advanc d 

men's minds, ind fault of that Rea on, whose day has not yet come , and which would 

have been less powerful had it reigned earller. "(57) 

Progress for Turgot thu becomes very impersonal and very deterministic 

erything is where it belongs in the scheme of things and verything contributes 

its proper amount to progress . (He , unlike many of his contempor ari s emphasized t he 

contributions of Christ ·anity) . Exactly how free the individual is in this world 

is never made clear . Certainly, knowledge being the product of environment and th 

environment bing pre-ordered in a cau 1 chain, he would appear to have no freedom, but 

Turgot does not go this far . As indi ated in the first quotations , man does not start 

as a compl te blank tablet . He appears to want nvironment to influence men , but 

not determin him; however, atever he does, progress follows inevitably. Ther are 



se eral other very int resting points in Turgot s philosophy . He maintains that 

progress ir.i.er ases its r ate of acceleration with each step forward . He also 

anticipates Auguste Comte's three divisions of man ' s history: (l) spiritual or 

theological, (2) abstract or metaphysical, and (3) m chanistic or npositivistic 11 • 

His study of history did not reveal progress advancing as he conceived 

of it; so h too interjected chance . For him chance aff ct d the observations of 

the empirical scien es ere ting 11error 11 , which has hinder d progress by lingering 

long after its contributi n had been mad . However, th new scientific method 

greatly reduced th opport.uru.ti s for chanc errors , and any way these errors could 

never obstruct progress , but only divert it . Basically, it is Voltaire. s argument , 

but he incorporated it into his philosophy in such a manner that the insecurity of 

progress was not readily apparent . 

Actually, hi work is not compl te; e ha v only his notes on the 

Universal History that h planned as well as two Sarbonn discourses deliver din 

1750 and, while th se give us a good sketch of his theory, the details were nev r 

written down. We can notice , though , the trend a ay from God which just became 

appar nt in Voltaire and is consummated in Holb ch . He is not too precise on the 

future dev lopments , but , concerning , he leaves far more room for moral develop-

ment than did Voltair , who mphasized the permanenc of their natures as well as 

their equality. Also , Turgot ' s picture of man is not as black as Voltaire ' s, 

although he too recognized many imperfections . In giving m n ' faults a definite 

and positive position in hi det rministic philosophy, h implied that they would 

di appear as they became unnecessary, but he nev r went _so far as to pr diet that 

man would be perfect or his life compl tely happy. This is implied in his theory, 
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but I beli ve that he was f arful of in such an extreme assertion, if not oubtful 

of its v lidity . We hav alr ady rais d the question of man ' s part in the creation 

of progress and decided th t , d spite the implicatio s of his philosophy, Turgot 

was not prepared to ecept completed t rrninism, at least as far as man himself is 

concerned . But nowhere can I find any definit stat nts on this subject . 
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He dos seem to emphasize moral and psychological causes more than physical causes, 

which are limited to influencing the above, but I am not sure if we are safe in relating 

this to some fre will . In summary, we can say that there are some questions left 

unanswered in his philosophy, but the outlines are clear enough to indicate that we 

have moved one step farther along from Voltaire ' s position to that of Holboch and, 

indirect ly, Condorcet . 

Before we come to Holboch, however, there is one oth r writer that we 

should consider . Helvetus did not writ specifically on progress , but his major 

concern was to show the· lications that the scientific advance had for human happin ss . 

In so doing he 1 id the ground- work for the utilitarianism of Ch stelliex and others . 

His Q! 1 1 sprit (1758) sought to prove that morality can be made into a science . 

Education and environment re the uses of moral and intell ctual inequalities, and 

these can be both c 1 ulated and controll d . Her presents Condillac ' s emphasis upon 

thought being composed entirely of elements already given - sensations . With a ne 

education and environment there would be no limits to human improvement He accept d 

the Cartesian view of the universe in which all the parts are in harmony; thus , h 

believ d t hat people could remain true to their nature - see the greatest pleasur 

d avoid pain - and all would b in perfect harmony. All that was necessary wa 

to condition people to calculate the pleasure - pain proportion accurately. H 

was the first to emphasize the fact t hat all peopl s - even the savages - could b 

indefinitely improved . 

Paul Heinrich Dietrick Holbo (1723 - 1789) in his first work, Christianisme 

devoile , (1767) presented very critical picture of religion and its influences 

pon man . His second book,~ Syst me de la nature (1770) wa a naturalistic or 

materialistic theory of the universe which attr cted v ry few followers . His most 

important and influential work , Le Syst'me Social, (1773) is the one which most 

concerns us . He too starts with sensationalism. 11Tout s no idles viennent des sens . n(5S) 

11Nous n ' appartons en naissant pas ·plus les idees d vice et v rt , que celles de 

ceicle u de triangle. nos s ntim ns pour le bien et le mal ne penv n 
It 
t r e -1.nnes o · 



anterieurs al experi nee, ils ne s nt fondes que sur la maniere dont nous sommes 

affe t's par les ff ts, ce qui nous sur la mani re dont nou so es ffectes par 

les ff ts; ce qui nous mt ·a partee de juger d s causes t d 1 'prou er pour elles 
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les senti ens de 1 amo de la haine Les honunes apportent en naissant desposi-
, , 

tions.propres a saisir 1 s verites morals ec pl s OU moins de facilite de meme 

qu 1il ap ortent des tetes organisees d maniere a saisir avec plus ou moins 

prompititude, les verit;s physiqu sou geometriqu s . (S9)Holbach admits a large number 

of factors into the d elopment f man. ·nn devient au ~tre util ou nuisible, soit 

pour lui-meme oit p u s s citoy ns , uivant qu les circonst ces le tournet vers 

le bien u ver le mal, c ' est a dire, ui ant q le fond qu'il a recu de la nature 

st bien ou cultiv" par l ' .,.. ducation q ' n lui donne, par les ocemples qu I il 

voit, par les dis ours qu ' il ntend, par les personnes qu 1il frequent, par les 

idee qu 1il se fa "t ou qu 1on lui inspire, par les habitud s qu 11 contracte; et 

t t l t . ~ l sa conduite ." ( 6) H lb h t b 1 · in sur- ou par e gouverne en qui reg e o ac seems o e iev , 

keeping with most of his contemp raries , that the necessary changes in environment, 

ducati n, and o forth , are most lil<ely to com from a ve , initiated by a benevol nt 

or enlight n d . uthority F4 c tion i th mot important single factor in th 

development of man. 11 C1 t dans l ' edu ation que nous devons chercher la source 

principale d s vices et d s vertus d hommes . "(6l) Religion is the st detrimental 

influ nee . 111 ' sprit religieux fut t f ra toujours incompatible avec la mod,ration, 

la d uceur, la justic , t l 1huma.nit ~. / 62) 

H accepts th utilitarianism of H lvetius with its accompanying emphasis 

upon r ason as th guid for dis overing on 1 s true inter sts "La raison est le 

connoissance du bonheur v ' rit ble, et des oyens capabl s de le procur r . Cul iv r 
,., 

au d velopper la raison d ' un hmm, c'est lui fair conn itre ce qu 'il doit p atiquer 

OU eviter pour se rendre heureux.. rr< 63 >111a vertu n ' est que l 'utilite des hmm s 

reunis n societe . .. (64) 11En un ot, sous quelqu point de vue qu 1on nvi age les 

choses, c ' est toujours notre utilit ' , notre interet, l d~sir de nous rend e heu ewe, 

qui nous fait aim r OU hair le obj ets . u< 65 ) "Oui, j le repete , it est en ce monde 



H_I It~ 
d plaisirs v-e:eii~~s pour l homme, il est fait pour le bonheur, il ferait bien plus 

heureux, s'il ' toi plus raisonnable; il ferait raisonnable, s 111 l ' on prenait 

soin de c ltiv r sa raison. n(bb) 

But man is ot the creator of his progr s s , for it is a materialistic, 

det rminist·c rld that Holbach has con eiv d . "Tot dans le rnond n ' est qu'un 

enchain ment imm nse de causes et d 1 ffet li s . 11 (
67

~Man •••• is 

pa sive instrum tin the hands of nee ssity. "(bS)Th re i no God for Holbach except 

nature, but progress is a ur ed • "He who ditat son the things of this world 
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se hem subj ct t a N ture , ich, through unfor sen causes and hidden relations, 

draws concord fro discord , happin ss ven from unh ppiness ••• t us hope for 

everything from time and the p ogr ss of enlightenment . By dint of falling the child 

learns to sup ort himself, to lk , to v id dang rs . by suff ring from hi errors , 

man b com s wiser and succe ds in cur· g hims lf of them. "(69) This passage also 

illustrat s hi view of history, which is similar to th t of Turgot and Helvetius; 

all thre saw in the pat a "history of rr rs', but one fro which ben fit is 

in vitably d rived . The future that Holba h one i d as not a utopia; 

n verb perfect or hi life co l tely d void of "T t t j ir t tantot 

ouffrir il ce qui constitu 1 bie - tr . n(?O Th re is one stat nt which he made 

which r nd every ch of ontagn ' k pticism in r sp ct to "La mor 1 

ressemble a une fille a· ble, dont tout le nde admir la beaut,, mais que p rsonne 

ne vent ~spouser parce qu ' ell n • pporte point de dot . n(?l) 

Holbach., lik Tur ot ., give the pa sions a positiv position: "Ainsi 

pas ion sont essentiell s L' ho s , inher ntes a sa n tur , nee ssaire a a 

conserv tion et a n bin- tr , et n p uvent tr an anties; un homme sans passions 

ou sans d sir, cesserait d 'etre un h • 11 
(72) 

To fill out f w of the detail of his view, Holbach ac pt d the rte ian 

view of the univ rs ace rding to i h all of n tur is ha niou , and , by 

f llo ·gr tional s lf-int r st , can be b ou ht into this ha ny . Of course., th 

p tt m dictates th t man will gr u lly ome into harmon • Th rti ular cause is 



that thro gh experience man will in vitably become more rational, enabling him 

to make the appropriat deductions from the invariable laws of the universe - in 

ethics and politics, as well as in the physical sciences . A few quotations will 

1llu trate thes points . 11Ma.lgre cett / p rversit dont nous souff ons be coups ms 

doute , toute nous prouve qu de j ur n jour os urs s 1adoucissent, les esprits 
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s ,clair nt, uax:a•~l>Ql>b.-!Cml:X.illt, la raison gagne du terrain. n(?J) 11Ses devoirs 

fer nt connus, s'ils sont conformes a sa nature; alors les principes de .la moral 

feront ~vidents t formeront un syst; c able d ' etre aus i r·goureu ment ~ ontre 

qu l 1arithmetique ou la g~om"trie . Cette science sera clai e pour tout le monde . n(?4) 

"Consultons .la nature, ne la combattons jamais n<75 )11 Chaque acton dans la vie 

sociale sert a son instruction et lui fournit des fits d nt 1 1 ssemblage sert a 

r,gler le syst~m de sa propre c nduite . u(76) "le ·loix 1civils I ne sont done que_ 

1 s loix naturelles applique s aux besoins, aux circonstanc s, aux vu s d ' une 

soci ' te' particuli r ou d 'une n tion on(77) 

It might be well to pau e here and briefly compare the philosophi s of 

Voltaire , Turgot , and HolbPch . All thr st rt wi h sen tionalism, although Turgot 

turns from the blank tabl t slightly, interjecting both c rtain basic inequaliti 

d th 11se ds of virtu II in men . All three emph size education and other external 

factor5Jci the conditions of man and the develo ment of his chara ter . All three 

lo k to reason as man's guide to futur progress , but ur ot and Holbach look 

somewhat kindly upon the passion te in man For all three th 

i vital for the dev lopment of r ason and th progress of man 

tion of experien 

This accumulati n 

th reg rd a in vitable one of these men b lieve that man will ever reach 

erfection - there 11 alwa b misfortunes; but they can b gradually reduc d. 

All three look upon h · story as a very unpleasant sight , b ton in which the unpl s 

ness , especially for Turgot and Hol h - is an eventual cause of future happi ess 

and progress . oltair, is as always, a littl doubtful, but these ar indications 

that , at l st in a .number of s , he would gree to this interpretation . All 



· thre move outside the sciences and into morals and ethics to predict progress . 

This is a trend which isl ast cl ar in Voltaire and most apparent in Holboch. 

In regard to the c rtainty of progress , all three are deterministic : again this a 

trend . Progress is least certain in Voltaire because of the int rjection of chance; 

he tends to make men puppets in his D istic machine , but also d_oes not appear to go 

all the y to reje t free will . Th same thing is true of Turgot, but he emphasiz s 

the determinism of progress mor than Voltaire , although h too appears to stop short 

of a complete rejection of free will . ith Holboch there is compl te deterministic 

materialism. Certainly his determinism is incompatable with his being a reformer, 

but his doctrine .is more of a moral than an tural philosophy . · Clearly this is not 

' a complet resume of their philosophi s , but I merely wanted to point out what 

appeared to e to be certain trends notic able in their writings as we move-on into 

the eighteenth century. 

Perhaps , passing mention should be mad of the Economists or Physiocrats . _ 

As has b en noted, Turgot is oft n regarded as an associate of theirs . They w r in 

harmony with the men we have m ntioned in that they too regarded earthly happiness 

as the end of society. (This was not as commonplace a belief at this time as my 

paper· would indicate . For the , havin accepted Lock 1s political theory, the 

protection of prop rty an "lais ez- fair "were the guiding principl s which would 

1 ad to indefinite progr ss . (Although many of them, es cially in France, emphasized 

land, this cannot b con i ered part of their basic philosophy. ) They differed from 

these other 11philosophes" we have considered in not regarding soci ty as man-made 

and , hence , d ducible from his nature . Thy also consid red in quality natural; 

this, as has been noted , can be detected in Turgot . 

The Chevalier de Chastellux published his~ Public Felicity a year before 

.3.3 

Holbach 1s ~ Systeme Social . His purpose was to examine each historical period and 

determine th degree of public happiness present . He accepted as his guiding principles 

the utilitarian enlightened self- interest and an omnipotent environment . In this 

respect he was in the same trend as Turgot and Holboch . He concluded that the 
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contemporary age was the happiest because of its intellectual -enlightenment and 

because of the confluence of circumstances . He regarded his age as the historical 

turning point because it was ell on th road to discovery of the universal fixed 

principles which guided the world and which would insure progr ss . All of the past, 

ven the rrors, had contributed some good, b t the past could now be forgotten 

because it was no longer important . His three major premises were: (1) man always 

seeks imp ovement; (2) xperi nee and accumulated knowledge make men wiser; and 

(3) the harmony of a benef·cent nature 

This era is often called the nAge of R ason '' , and there is a large lement 

of truth in the title However,~~~~ this extrem rationalism precipitated a 

reaction which is perhaps best recognized in Jean Jacques Rousseau . We have already 

noted in both Turgot and Holbach a certain sympathy for the pa &ions or motion . ,but 

thy ere at best r garded as poor country cousins . Holbach and Castellux, possibly 

even Turgot , w re influenc d by Rouss au ' s writings , but generally spe ing, the age 

was not ripe for this type of emphasis . e must wait un~il the excesses of the 

Revolution and the Nepoleonic era , for which the nationalistic reform rs were g nerally 

considered responsible, have b en experi need before men will turn to Romanticism 

and emotionalism. Neverth less usseau was not without infl ence in his own lifetim, 

his Discourses, the Social Contract , Emile , and the Confessions creat d quite a 

sensation and Novelle Hel6ise was very popular . Actually, h was not as hostile to 

the Idea of Progress as is oft n believ d . He, like all the others, used generaliza

tions for effect , and these have oft n been misconstrued His Discourse .2!! the Arts 

and Sciences basically maintained that the rts and sciences~~ contributed 

to the development of morality - not that they~ not The s paration between 

political po rand enlightenment ma.de the former despotic and the latter isolated 

and irresponsibl . The "philosophes" had forgotten the source of morality - sentiment; 

reason alone could not er ate morality In such a situation the development of 

civilization had been disastrou . He want d to er ate conditions which would fest r 
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the 11natural 11 man . (" atural" was used into different senses by Rouss au, depending 

u on the context; one meaning was 11primitiv 'or rtfirst 11 , the other "complete" or 

~ontaining proper mixture of reason and sentiment:) Rousseau was often cited as 

having advocat d a 11theory of r gressn, but , as I have indicated, I do not believ 

th t this i true . th in the_abo e Discourse and in the Discourse 2!l Inequality 

he advocates a return to the natural state, the 11Golden Age 11 , but this does not 

ha e to be a regression . Let us say that man has ove - e _phasized or misused r ason . 

too filled with recriminations against illogical actions for one to believ that h 

wished to rely entirely upon the emotional. Emile then becomes a discourse upon 

how reason, allied withs ntiment is to be properly cultivate ; The Social Contract 

political treatise attempting to show th t the General Will is the most reasonable one . 

I these suggestions w re follo d, then progr ss w u d sue . However, at times he 

does go beyond the bove des ription, which I hav deri v. d . .. from Frankel an~ my o 
. . 

r ading, and subordinat . reaso to emotion; I do not beli~ve th t this _represents his 

stud ed vie , but it is none the less appar nt · his writin s . T his contemporari s, 

I believe that Roseau was chiefly noted for his attack upon reason and civilization 

with his accompanying tress of the emoti nal , and not for his re positive contribu-

tion to the Idea of Progress . His exact influence upon his own age is difficult to 

evaluat; p rhaps , we had better limit ourselves to saying that h was read, and 

produced both a hostil reacti n and a ympathetic following , which b came very notic -

able in the nineteenth century . 
e.-

Di~t also reflects this fear of rationalism, although not so notice bly. 

ihile he was a materialist, his philosophy was not dogmatic one 

f llow"philosophes" as; instead, his materialis s a reassertion of the principle 

that man mu;t continually look to ature in all of its manifestations for ans ers 

and not to a1:1thoriti s , regardl ss of who they ere Of all of the 11philosophes 11 

he was the most opposed to syste making, ich all of them deplored, but most 

tended to indulge in. Consequently, his philosophy is not a whol , and Frank.el 
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divides it int thr e categories which I shall use in my discussion . His"Primitivism" 

illustrated his fear that· over-complexity in explanations is not only incorrect but 

al o useless in r spect to our needs He did desire a progressive recognition of 

the natural law, but most of history he regards as a movement away from it, motivated 

by curiosity His 11Ex:p rimentalism" r e led his distrust of syst matizing ·from the 

premise of Lockean sensationalism. He felt that nature should not be approached 

with the exoectation that it s simple, harmonious and.so forth, he wished to 

divorce ~i icism from antecedent metaphysical presuppositions . Progress for him is an 

experiment whos future i unc rtain; ther ar no general rules to follow. His 

11Transformism11 i d r i ved from the above. Develop ent f llows no cl arly defined 

path; there is continuity, · for chang originates in its antecedents, but he antici

pates the possibility of mutations . He attack d C rtesian dualism, asking ldly some 

matt r could not be ali , as mind is . For him the mind is a creative agent which 

can control as well as be controlled by external forces . His philosophy is a refreshing 

change from the d terminism we have been discussing, but because of its unsystematic 

pr sentation, its influence was slight 

Before we move on to th man who most pitomizes the Idea of Progress, I 

would like to mention several men who are not generally known. Sebastien Mercier 

in 1770 published the first utopia whi h was projected into the future, ?!!tO A • 

It is not an appealing pictur t us today, for it presents a benevol nt tyranny 

which fails to allow for the human passions Restif d la Bretonne in 1790 publish d 

a play The Year 2000 which is chi fly notable for its novel vies on marriage 

customs . The Count de Volney published in 1789 his Ruins 2f Empire . He accepted 

sensationalism, utilitarianism, and the mechani tic world view in his theory of 

progress . The major portion of the book is devoted to showing how in the past man 

had failed to develop himself and follow the immutable ws of the universe . However, 

now that man had achi ved his present stage of enlightenment, h can disregard the 

pas, which has no further value and cone ntrate on improving himself . 

e have now reached the man with whom I will conclude this study of the 



French Enlight nment's contribution to the Id a of Progress - Marie Jean Antoine 

Nicolas Caritat Condo cet (1743 - 1794) . His Sketch .f!r!. _ Historical Picture of 
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th ogress of the Human~ (1795) is a memorial to the enthusiastic, and perhaps naive, 

optimism of the man who inspired the Revolution Cond rcet ote this book while 

he was under the sha ow of the guillotin , but he ne er lost faith in the principles 

which indirectly led to his own d ath . The two fundament 1 weaknesses of all of the 

rn n that we h studied are even more apparent in his work: the c nviction that net 

soci 1 machinery could radically alter human nature and the tend ncy to detach man 

from his environment to analiz him ( th 11n tural man•·•); but his book is none the less 

a very refreshing and nt rtaining piece of writing 

Condorcet began, as his pre c~ssors had, with th sensat· nalist psychology: 

"we owe to him (Aristotle) the J.roportant truth, the first st pin the science of the 

human mind, that ven our most bstract , as it were our most purely intellectual, 

id as have their origin in our serisations . 11 (78) (He goes on to say that Aristotle 

had grasped thi intuitively, and we had t wait until lo ke had proven· it before 

it becam generally accepte~ . ) Commun · cation, which is the key to the accumullation 

of knowl~dge and xperience , is very important . 11The writt n language was the same 

as the spok n 1 guage; all that was necessary was to know how to recognize and 

re roduce these f w signs , and thi final step assur d the progress of the hwnan 

race forever . ,79 )The Book is <livid d into ten epochs , each distinguished in terms 

of it distinctive proble and solutions . These t n are respectively : the formation 

of primitiv societi s , th pastoral a e , th agricultural age, the Greek pe iod, 

the Roman period, the 11dark ages" , th perio f om th crusades to th invention of 

printing, the Renaissance, th peri d from D scantes to the French Republic , and 

the future . The purpose of this historical study and its results are set forth by 

Condorcet in the first pages of his book. "Such observations upon what man has b en 

and what h is today, will instruct us about the means we should employ to make 

c rtain and rapid the future prog ess that his nature allows him still to hope fo . 

Such is the aim of th work that I have dertaken, and its result will be to show 
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by appeal to reason d fact that nature has set note to the p rfection of human 

faculties, that the p rfectibility of man is truly indefinit, and that the progress 

of thi perfectibility from no onwards , independent of any power that might wish 

to h lt it, has no other limit than th~ duration of the globe upon which ,natur 

has cast us . This progress wil doubtl s ary in speed, but will never be reversed 

as long a the g neral laws of this sy t m produ neither a general cataclysm nor 

uch hanges as will d prive the human race of its pr s nt faculties and its present 

r sources . 11 ( 80) The above quotati n cont in the ssence of Condorc ts philosophy . 

There re general rule which regulate the univ rse and which ordain that progr ss 
.. 

will continue . VJBn need only to continu to stri ve to bring h 0 mself into closer 

h rmony with these laws . This pr gres which is guarant ed, is ind finite or un

limited . Th last f w line which would appe r top ta slight condition upon the 

progress , should b disregarded for Condorce was convin ed that the general laws 

re immutabl and could not alter the fat of progr ss . We, who have seen the 

de lopment and potenti liti s of nucl ar weapons, might put a stress upon these 

word ich Con ore t nev r in nd d; they ere ins rted for mph sis - only an 

alteration of the la of the ·verse , an impossible occurrence,c uld halt the flow 

of progr ss . It is true that the"operation of chance will ups t the slow but regular 

march of natur , often retarding it; som tim ccelerating it . /Sl), but b cause it 

is th 11r gular march of n ture" , it cannot be stopped, only slowed down . 

The historic 1 picture is not pr tty, but the march of progress can be 

detect din it, as Condorcet ttempts to sh in his' fist nine epochs , and no 

that man has realiz d th this future depends upon his recognition of the universal 

rules, and has discovered the means - the scientific method - to pply these rul s 

to his life, progres will advance at a much faster rate . 11Th human race still 

revolts the philosopher who comtemplat sits history, but it n longer humiliates 

him, and now off rs him hope for the future ,.(S2)"Locke , fJ.nally , was the fir t man 

who dar d to st li ·t t the h und rstanding, or r th r to d termine the 



nature of th truths th tit came t kno and of the objects 

This method was soon adopted by all philosophers and, by applying it to the moral 

sciences, to politics , and to social ec nomy, they wee able to make almost as sure 

progress in th se sciences as they had in the natural sciences They were able 

t admit only p oven t ths , to separat th se truths fr wh tever as yet _remained 

doubtful and unc rtain, and to i nore wh teer is and al y will be impossible 

to kn w ••• It is thi n w tep i philo ophy th t has fo ever imposed a barrier 

b tw en mankind and the or of its infancy, barrier th t should s ve it from 

relapsing into the former rrors under th infl e e of new pr judic s , just s 

it should ssure the eventual r ad·c tion of thos th t still urvive unrecognized , 

and sho ld make it c rtain that any that y take their place will exercise only a 
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faint influenc and enjoy only ephemeral existence . "(SJ) 11Ju t as the mathematical 

and physic 1 cienc tend to impr ve the arts that we us to atisfy our simplest 

ne ds , is it not als part of the ne ssary order of nature tha~7ffioral and political 

sciences should exercis a similar influ nc upon the motiv s that direct ur feelings 

(84) 
and our act ns? 11 11The strength and th limits f 1s int lligence may remain 

un l ter d, and yet th in truments that he uses will increase and improv , the languag 

that fixes and det ermines his id as will acqui e greater breadth and precision, and 

•••·• the methods that 1 ad genius t the discovery of truth incr ase at once the 

force and the sp d of its operations . 11 (s5) 

Like his predi ··sors , •including sse u, the environment has made man 

what he is, it is sp cially responsible fo his evil traits : 11Is th re any vicious 

habit , any pr ctice contra to ood faith , any crime, whose origin cannot be traced back 

to the legislation,. the institutions , the pr judices of the country wh rein this h bit, 

this practic c be observed? ,(B6) (He seems to belie e th t man was born with a 

penchant fr the good, although he talks in terms of 11tabul rs 11 . ) Condorcet 

is hostile t religion as it has developed, esp cially Christianity, because - -

foste superstition and adherence t a thority. However, he i not co plete . 

teri list; He praises Pi trod llaVi 



that the three major religions (Islam,Judaiam, and Christianity) re orruptions of 

"purer form of worship rendered by the races at the da'W?l of history to the universal 

soul of this _rld . "(f?r'/) His philosophy appears most compatable with Diesm, but he 

could be a pantheist He dos not appear to be a determinist in respect to man; 

while progress is assured, man has the free choice to accelerate or retard it . 

While he has emphasized the necessity of progress in the past by pointing 

t the invariable laws which guarant e it , h turns to the scientific method, xt nded 

to morals , politics , and economics as the principle assurance of future progress 

"Philosophy has nothing more to gu ss , no m re hypothetical surmises to make; it is 

enough to ass mbl and order th~ facts, and to show th useful t ths that can be 

deduced from their conne tions and from their totality. "(BB) "As each(science) 

advances, them thod of expressing a larg number of proofs in a more economical 

fashion and so of ma.king th ir comprehension an easier matter, advance with it 

So in spite of the progress of science , not only do men of the same ability find 

th mselves at _the same age on a l vel with t e xisting state of sci nee , but wit_h 

e ery generati n that which can be equir din a certain tim with a certain degree 
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of intelligence and a certain amount of concentration will be permanently on the 

increase , and, as the ele ntary part of each science to which all m n may attain grows 

and grows , it will more and more include all th knowledge n c ssary for each man 

to know for th conduct of the ordinary events of his life, and will support him 

in the free and independent exercise of his r ason. "(s9) 11The real advantages th t 

should result from this pr gress , of which can entertain a hope that it aln1ost 

a certainty, can hav no other term than that of the absolute perfection of the human 

race. 11 <9o)H does not limit this pr gress to the est where the sci ntific method is 

most powerful, concerning the more 11primitiven people he says "The progr ss of these 

peopl is likely to be more rapid and certain than our own, because they can recei 

from us everything that we have had to find t for ourselves n(9l) 

He goes on to say that 11No one has ever believed that the mind can gain 



knowledge of all the facts of nature or attain the ultimate means of precision in 

the measurement, as in the analysis of the facts of nature , the relations between 

objects and all the combinations of ideas •••• th re will always be part of it, 

always indeed the larger part of it that will remain forever unknown . 11 (
92 ) Actually, 

the futur for Condorcet is the diffusion of kno ledge, increased scientific 
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disco eries, cessation of war and quality (between men and sexes) also ma.n's physical 

constitution and his life span may be improved upon . 

In its main points Condorcet's philosophy is simil r to that of his friend 

Turgot , but he is more of a prophet more openly optimistic and more hostile to religion . 

His chief significance is that he focused attention upon the Idea of Progress per se . 

Ith mostly been unconsciously accept d by the revolutionari s , and in bringing it 

more definitely ut in the .open, he divorced it from these men, thereby savin it 

from the hostility and repudiation of the men of the early nineteenth c ntury, who 

· looked upon all that was associ t d with th 11Philosophes 11 , th inspir rs of the 

twenty f"·v devastatin years they had just ndured, with gr at scorn . 

We ha e now completed our study, Of the five men that we have disc ssed 

Condorcet , comes the closest to fulfilling-the definition with shich we started 

He regards progress as a reality, continuing ind finitely and aiming at general 

happiness . The same is true of Turgot and Holbach, but I believe that Condorcet 

llows this progress to origin te more in than do th other two Holbac is a 

complete determinist , and Turgot seems to ver bet en allowing man or th laws of 

natur to determine progr ss . Voltaire by interj cting chanc made future progres 

not as ertain as is n cessary; he also- mad man a puppet in th hands of the laws 

of nature . Ho ever, Id not believe that he enphasized determinism as much as 

Holboch . Fontenell was . chiefly concerned with th literary dispute and treat d 

man 1s progress as a sideline . In divorcing the arts and ciences, he made the 

future of the f rmer doubtful; also he did not rally specul te about ma.n's utur . 

In shot, the "future" aspect of the Id a of Pro ress is not really apparent in 

his philosophy. 
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